
Play Skills Visual Skills Somatosensory
Functions Cognitive Functions arm position Reach and Carry release

Newborn

1 month Can visually track
from side to midline

12-22 weeks

reach with extended
arm- objects rarely

and only accidentally
grasped

3 months
Begins to track from

side to side and
vertically

3-4 months
Children are able to bang toys on a

tabletop but do not have a voluntary
release (3-4 months)

4 months

begin to move hands
under visual control

as the reach for
object and make

differentiated finger
movements

Reaches for toy with
one hand; reaching

skills still not
accurate

4-5 months

palmar grasp in which
flexed fingers and an

adducted thumb press
the object against the

palm

5 months

6 months
visuomotor needed
for accurate reach

matures
radial palmar grasp

7 months crude raking of a tiny
object

8 months

8-9 months

infant holds a larger
object between the

thumb and radial
fingers

Progression through
school grasp (includes in-hand manipulation)

Children begin to be able to give up
objects with an assisted release (7-8

months)



9 months

infant guides hand
movements using

visual-
somatosensory

integration

can hold a tiny object
between the finger

surface and the thumb
Radial digital grasp

9-10 months

adapt their arm
positions to
horizontal

versus vertical
object

presentations
and shape their

hands
appropriately

for convex and
concave objects

10 Pincer grasp

10-12 months

12 months Children have a voluntary release

13 months

12-15 months
holding crackers,

cookies, and other flat
objects

finger-to-palm
translation

1

child can release objects with
shoulder, elbow, and wrist stability;
MCP joints still unstable so still has

excess finger extension

17 months

1.5 (18
months)

2

2.5

can identify
common objects
by touch alone

(haptic
perception)

opposing hand and arm movements
for highly differentiated activities

emerges (cutting with scissors)

2.5-4 complex rotation
2-3
3 Preschool lateral pinch

3-3.5 shift is evident
3.5-4

4 Kindergarten
4.5-5

5

demonstrates
good haptic

perception of
unfamiliar

objects

Grasp patterns well-
developed

5-6

6

well-developed
haptic

perception and
perception of

spatial
orientation

in-hand manipulation
with stabilization

7 2nd grade
8 3th grade
9 4th grade

Exploration of
relationships

between actions
and consequences

9-12 months

infant begins to release objects
without stabilizing them with the

other hand (9-10 months)

(9-12 months)
refinement occurs in

the ability to use
thumb and finger pad

control for tiny and
small objects

Communication
device is

appropriate (12-18
months)

role-differentiated strategies (one
hand stabilizes or holds the materials

while the other manipulates or

(18 months to 3 years)
can use disk grasp,

cylindrical grasp, and
spherical grasp

(2-2.5) palm-to-finger
translation and simple

rotation

Creative
and

imaginitive
play

1st grade



10 5th grade
11 6th grade

12 7th grade

(Before this age,
child needs to use

visual monitoring for
accuraccy in hand

opening during
reach) Reach with

grasp matures unitl
12 years old

13 8th grade

Adolescent

14 = 9th grade; 15
= 10th grade; 16 =
11th grade; 17 =

12th grade

fully developed
haptic

perception and
can discriminate

all aspects of
object

characteristics
through touch


